We perform a combined analysis of two stringent constraints on the 2 Higgs doublet model, one coming from the recently announced CLEO II bound on B(b → sγ) and the other from the recent LEP data on ǫ b . We have included one-loop vertex corrections to Z → bb through ǫ b in the model. We find that the new ǫ b constraint excludes most of the less appealing window tan β < ∼ 1 at 90%C. L. for m t = 150 GeV. We also find that although b → sγ constraint is stronger for tan β > 1, ǫ b constraint is stronger for tan β < ∼ 1, and therefore these two are the strongest and complimentary constraints present in the charged Higgs sector of the model.
Despite the remarkable successes of the Standard Model(SM) in its complete agreement with current all experimental data, there is still no experimental information on the nature of its Higgs sector. The 2 Higgs doublet model(2HDM) is one of the mildest extensions of the SM, which has been consistent with experimental data. In the 2HDM to be considered here, the Higgs sector consists of 2 doublets, φ 1 and φ 2 , coupled to the charge -1/3 and +2/3 quarks, respectively, which will ensure the absence of Flavor-Changing Yukawa couplings at the tree level [1] . The physical Higgs spectrum of the model includes two CP-even neutral
Higgs(H 0 , h 0 ), one CP-odd neutral Higgs(A 0 ) , and a pair of charged Higgs(H ± ). In addition to the masses of these Higgs, there is another free parameter in the model, which is tan β ≡ v 2 /v 1 , the ratio of the vacuum expectation values of both doublets.
With a renewed interest on the flavor-changing-neutral-current (FCNC) b → sγ decay, spurred by the CLEO bound B(b → sγ) < 8.4 × 10 −4 at 90% C.L. [3] , it was pointed out recently that the CLEO bound can be violated due to the charged Higgs contribution in the 2HDM and the Minimal Supersymmetric Standard Model(MSSM) basically if m H ± is too light, excluding large portion of the charged Higgs parameter space [4] . The recently announced CLEO II bound B(b → sγ) < 5.4 × 10 −4 at 95% [5] excludes even larger portion of the parameter space [6] . It has certainly proven that this particular decay mode can provide more stringent constraint on new physics beyond SM than any other experiments [7] .
In our previous work [8] , we pointed out that in addition to the constraint from b → sγ,
) [9] provides a mild additional constraint to the 2HDM. In this work, we will show that the recent LEP data on a new observable ǫ b provides much stronger constraint, excluding at 90% C.L. most of the parameter space tan β < ∼ 1, which is a less appealing window simply due to the apparent mass hierarchy m t ≫ m b . ǫ b has been recently introduced by Altarelli et. al. [11, 12] , who have proposed a new scheme analyzing precision electroweak tests where four variables, ǫ 1,2,3 and ǫ b are defined in a model independent way. These four variables correspond to a set of observables Γ l , Γ b , A l F B and
The advantage of using these variables is that one need not specify m t and m H .
Among these variables, ǫ b is the most interesting observable for one to consider in the 2HDM although ǫ 1 can also provide an important constraint, in the MSSM [10, 11] and a class of supergravity models [7, 14] , due to a significant negative shift coming from light chargino loop in the Z wave function renormalization with the chargino mass ∼ In the 2HDM, b → sγ decay receives contributions from penguin diagrams with
where the W ± − t loop, the H ± − t loop are given in Ref [15] . As mentioned above, the CLEO II bound excludes a large portion of the parameter space. In Fig. 1 we present the excluded regions in (m H ± , tan β)-plane for m t = 130, and 150 GeV, which lie to the left of each curve (solid). We have also imposed in the figure the lower bound on tan β from mt 600
obtained by demanding that the theory remain perturbative [16] . We see from the figure that at large tan β one can obtain a lower bound on m H ± for each value of m t . And we obtain the bounds , m H ± > ∼ 186, 244 GeV for m t = 130, 150 GeV, respectively.
Following Altarelli et. al. [11] , ǫ b is defined from Γ b , the inclusive partial width for Z → bb,
with
where s 2 W is an effective sin 2 θ W for on-shell Z and the explicit expression for ǫ 1 is given in Ref [10, 14] . ǫ b is closely related to the real part of the vertex correction to Z → bb , ∇ b defined in Ref [19] . In the SM, the diagrams for ∇ b involve top quarks and W ± bosons [17] .
However, in the 2HDM there are additional diagrams involving H ± bosons instead of W ± bosons. These additional diagrams have been calculated in Ref [8, 18, 19, 20] . The charged Higgs contribution to ∇ b is given as [19] ∇
where
where µ is the renormalization scale and
The b 1 and c 0,2,6 above are the reduced Passarino-Veltman functions [19, 21] . The charged Higgs contribution to ǫ b , which is negative, grows as m and very light neutral Higgs < ∼ 50 GeV, but decreases rapidly to get negligibly small as the Higgs masses become > ∼ 100 GeV [20] . We also neglect oblique corrections from the Higgs bosons just to avoid introducing more paramters. However, this correction can become sizable when there are large mass splittings between the charged and neutral Higgs, for example, it can grow as
Although tan β ≫ 1 seems more appealing because of apparent hierarchy m t ≫ m b , there are still no convincing arguments against tan β < 1. Our goal here is to see if one can put a severe constraint in this region. In Fig. 1 we also show the contours (dotted) of a predicted value of ǫ b = −0.00592, which is the LEP lower limit at 90%C. L. [11, 12] . The excluded regions lie below each dotted curve for given m t . We do not consider higher values of m t here because the SM prediction for ǫ b exceeds the LEP value already for m t > ∼ 163 GeV [11] . For m t = 150(130) GeV, tan β < ∼ 1.03(0.51) is ruled out at 90%C. L. for m H ± < ∼ 400 GeV, and tan β < ∼ 0.69(0.34) for m H ± < ∼ 800 GeV. We note that these strong constraints for tan β < ∼ 1 stem from large deviations of ǫ b from the SM prediction, which grows as m http://arXiv.org/ps/hep-ph/9311207v1
